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Ss rated the quality of apparent motion and of metacontrast
in computer-controlled sequences of two or of three outlined
squares. For brief stimuli, the dependence of the two effects
on temporal factors of stimulation is virtually identical.
Motion and metacontrast depend solely on the asynchrony of
onsets between the two exposures (SOA) over a wide range
of duration and interstimulus intervals (lSI). Metacontrast
suppression is interpreted as a case of impossible motion.
The temporal determinants of apparent motion are summarized
in a model in which the effect occurs when the temporal
overlap between the perceptual responses to the successive
stimuli is intermediate in value.

The following sequence of visual stimuli often
elicits reports of apparent motion: A square patch
of light is briefly exposed; shortly after that ex
posure, a similar patch is briefly presented in
another location. With appropriate values of spatial
and temporal separation, a single illuminated square
appears to be moving smoothly to right or left.
Now consider a slight modification of this display:
a single square, followed by two others, simultane
ously presented to the right and left of it. These
are conditions for metacontrast suppression; the
initial square often fails to be seen and the two
flanking squares are seen in motion away from the
center. The present article is concerned with the
relation between apparent motion and metacontrast
suppression, and with some important regularities
which they share.

Metacontrast is usually defined (Alpern, 1952,
1953) as the reduction in brightness of a stimulus
caused by subsequent stimulation of an adjacent area.
Alpern (1952) has reviewed several experimental ar
rangements in which such reductions are observed.
Metacontrast suppression is the extreme case in
which the first stimulus is reported to be phenom
enally absent. Metacontrast suppression, so defined,
has been observed in several variants of the three
object display described above (Alpern, 1952; Fehrer
& Raab, 1962; Fehrer & Smith, 1962). The sequence
of exposures is obviously similar to the two-object
display which elicits reports of beta motion.

Werner (1935, 1940) introduced another arrange
ment which produces metacontrast suppression: a
disk followed by a surrounding ring. The disk often
fails to be seen (Kolers, 1962; Schiller, 1965; Schiller
& Smith, 1966). The disk-ring sequence is related
to the conditions which elicit report of expansive

motion; such motion is seen, for example, when a
small disk is followed by a large concentric disk.

In spite of the similarity between the conditions
which elicit metacontrast and apparent motion, meta
contrast effects are traditionally grouped withphenom
ena of backward masking (Kahneman, submitted;
Raab, 1963), and are not even mentioned in recent
surveys of apparent motion (Spigel , 1965). This
classification ignores several points of similarity
between apparent motion and metacontrast:

(1) When metacontrast suppression is complete,
the two squares in the terminal display are usually
seen in motion away from one another. Experiences
of motion in the metacontrast situation have often
been noted (Fehrer & Raab, 1962; Fehrer & Bieder
man, 1962; Schiller & Smith, 1966; Toch, 1956).

(2) When the first and second segments of the
metacontrast display are similar in energy and
contrast, metacontrast suppression is a V-shaped
function of the temporal separation between them
(Fehrer & Smith, 1962; Kolers, 1962; Kolers & Rosner,
1960; Schiller & Smith, 1966; Werner, 1935). Optimal
motion is also a V-shaped function of temporal
separation.

(3) At temporal separations which are too short for
complete suppression and for optimal motion, the ini
tial stimulus is seen, but its brightness and contrast are
much reduced. This reduction of brightness is not spe
cific to metacontrast; it has also been noted in descrip
tions of apparent motion (Wertheimer, 1912; Korte,
1915). It is easy to demonstrate that the dimming effects
which accompany partial motion are not much different
from those which define partial metacontrast. In the
three-square display, an interval may be selected at
which the first square appears distinctly dimmer than its
neighbors. The central square will remain dim even when
one of its neighbors is removed from the display.

In general, students of apparent motion have paid
little attention to the dimming of the first stdmulus,
as well as to other suppression effects of motion
that will be discussed later. Several writers have
mentioned movement in their discussions of meta
contrast suppression (Fehrer & Raab, 1962; Kolers
& Rosner, 1960; Mayzner, Tresselt, & Cohen, 1966;
Toch, 1956; Werner, 1935), but the idea that the two
phenomena may follow the same rules is recent
(Fehrer & Smith, 1962; Fehrer. 1965, 1966; Pollack,
1966) •

The hypothesis of the present study was that
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metacontrast suppression represents an anomalous
type of apparent motion. at least when it occurs
between targets that are similar in energy and
figural characteristics (Fehrer & Smith. 1962; Kolers,
1962). The perceptual system is unable to resolve
the simultaneous motions of a single object in two
directions. and suppression results. In the three
square display. a single object is set into apparent
motion in two directions at once; in the disk-ring
sequence. a stimulus is presented which would cause
the original disk to grow in size even as it disap
pears. The metacontrast display provides cues to
"impossible motion." much in the way that the well
known drawings of Penrose and Penrose (1958) pro
vide cues for impossible three-dimensional figures.

If metacontrast is impossible motion. it follows
that the qualtty of metacontrast and of apparent
motion should depend on the same variables. Pre
sumably. suppression is maximal when the opposing
tendencies to motion are strongest. In order to test
this hypothesis. the dependence of apparent motion
and of metacontrast on the temporal parameters
of stimulation was studied.

In most studies of apparent motion. the durations
of exposure of the first and the second stimuli are
equal. The fourth law of Korte (1915) states that
as the duration of exposure (D) is increased. the
interval between the end of the first stimulus and
the beginning of the second (lSI) must be decreased
to obtain optimal motion. SUbsequent studies have
confirmed Korte's fourth law (Kolers, 1964; Neuhaus.
1930; Sgro, 1963). though the results of these studies
differ in many particulars.

Pilot observations of both motion and metacon
trast in our laboratory suggested that the comple
mentarity between D and lSI is very nearly perfect:
D+ lSI =Constant. for the perception of any degree
of apparent motion. The sum of D and lSI defines
the stimulus-onset asynchrony (BOA) between the
two exposures.

Previous studies of Korte's fourth law reported
systematic deviations from a strict onset-onset law,
but they did not agree on the direction of the dis
crepancy. For example. the optimal BOA for motion
is a monotonically increasing function of D in the
data of Kolers (1964). and varies complexly with
D in the data of Neuhaus (1930). However, these
and other parametric studies of apparent motion
and metacontrast are difficult to. interpret because
the experimental set of the subject is rarely spe
cified in sufficient detail. Apparent motion and
metacontrast are labile phenomena. which depend
critically on the observer's criterion. Some inves
tigators (Kolera, 1962; Neuhaus, 1930) have responded
to the criterion problem by using highly experienced
and knowledgeable observers. Tills procedure may
improve reliability. but it suffers from a crippling
defect: The instructional set which an experienced
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observer finally adopts is unique and idiosyncratic,
and cannot be reproduced at will in another labora
tory. Consequently. discrepancies among different
sets of results cannot be resolved.

In the present study. naive subjects served as
observers. and an attempt was made to establish
their set by the instructions. which are reproduced
in full below.

METHOD
Subjects

Three Harvard and two Radcliffe undergraduates
served for two 1-h sessions on consecutive days.
The first session was devoted to metacontrast, the
second to apparent motion.

Apparatus and Stimuli
The S was comfortably seated. with the back of

his head supported at a distance of 130 cm from a
Fairchild slave scope on which the stimuli appeared.
The stimuli were three illuminated outline squares.
14 mm large. subtending 37 minutes of visual arc
at the viewing distance. The distance between neigh
boring sides of the central and flanking squares
was 7 mm. A fixation cross was presented 7 mm
above the middle of the central square. The S ini
tiated the display sequence by pressing a key. The
fixation cross appeared. and was followed after 800
msec by the middle square. then by either the two
flanking squares in the case of metacontrast, or the
square on the right in the case of motion. The
fixation cross remained in view until the sequence
was completed.

The Fairchild scope was slaved to a DEC Type
340 scope. which was in turn controlled by a PDP-4
computer. Approximately 750 p sec were required
for a single complete cycle. during which every
point of the display was illuminated once. The dur
ations and intervals could be controlled to the
nearest msec, The persistence of illumination on
the Fairchild scope is negligible. The luminance of
the display at an indefinite duration of exposure
was approximately 1 mr.,

Procedure
The following instructions were read to the S; the

metacontrast instructions were given on the first
day and the motion instructions (in parentheses) on
the second day:

"Our experiment today is concerned with an
effect in perception which is called metacontrast
(apparent motion), I shall be showing you three
(two) squares on this scope. first one in the middle.
then two others flanking it (then another beside
it), Metacontrast (apparent motion) is sometimes
obtained under these conditions.

"Perfect metacontrast Is the case when you
see only the two flanking squares and the middle
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square is not seen at all. Partial metacontrast
is when the middle square is seen, but it is dim,
faint, or incomplete.

(' 'Perfect apparent motion is the case when you
see only one square which moves smoothly from
one position to the other, without changing in
brightness along the way. Partial motion is the
case when the starting and arrival positions can
be seen as two squares, but there is motion
between them).

''Your task is to rate each presentation ac
cording to how well what you see corresponds
to this description of metacontrast (apparent mo
tion). Use numbers for your ratings, as follows:
The number 5 indicates that this was ~erfect

metacontrast (apparent motion). The number 3 indi
cates that metacontrast (apparent motion) is only
partial, but still quite marked. The number 0 indi
cates that what you see bears no resemblance at all
to metacontrast (apparent motion). Use the other
numbers to indicate various' degrees of corre
spondence between the description and what you
see."

Five exposure durations were studied: 25, 50, 75,
100, and 125 msec, The duration of exposure was
the same for the first and for the second stimulus
in the sequence. In a series of consecutive trials,
devoted to a particular duration, the 8 rated meta
contrast or apparent motion at 11 values of stimulus
onset asynchrony (SOA): 2, 25, 50 .. ,,250 msec, The
interval between successive trials was approximately
5 sec. The sequence of SOAs during a series was
random. Five series of trials, one for each exposure
duration, constituted a block. During the experi
mental session, -four blocks were run, with a different
random order of durations within each block. Alto
gether, there were 55 different conditions of exposure,
and the 8 rated each condition four times.

Unknown to S, the first series of trials, conducted
at a durection of 50 msec, was considered practice.
Altogether, 8 was dark adapted for at least 10 min

before data collection began. S communicated his
ratings by intercom. E did not speak during the ses
sion except to announce short breaks between blocks
and to answer direct questions, which were rare.
All questions were answered by repeating relevant
parts of the instructions.

After the termination of the main part of the
second session, the instructions for ratings of motion
were repeated, and three series of ratings were
obtained with an exposure duration of 800 msec and
18Is ranging between -100 and +200 msec (SOAs of
700 msec to 900 msec) ,

RESUL TS
Figure 1 presents average ratings of the quality

of metacontrast and apparent motion as a function
of SOA, for five values of D. The curves in each
graph would diverge if either the duration (D) or
the interstimulus interval (181) separately determined
the perceptual effect. However, the curves overlap
almost perfectly, with the exception of the function
for D = 125 msec in metacontrast, This curve is
lowest in average level for four of the five Ss, and
next to lowest for the remaining 8 (p< .01). In accord
with the major hypothesis of this study, results for
motion and metacontrast are essentially identical.
The only discrepancy was observed at SOA=25 msec
'where, for three ss, ratings of motion were con
sistently higher than ratings of metacontrast, In both
metacontrast and apparent motion, an onset-onset
law fits the data very well. Good metacontrast and
apparent motion are obtained even at negative values
of 181, when the second stimulus is shown before
the first is removed. Both conclusions are confirmed
within the separate data of each 8.

When the temporal overlap (negative lSI) of the
two stimuli exceeds a critical value, motion is not
seen. 8 sees a single square, then two squares, and
finally the second square alone, in accord with the
physical sequence of stimulation. Consequently, the
onset-onset law breaks down at high values of D,
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Fig, 1. Mean ratings of displays of
two squares (A) for apparent motion and
three squares (B) for metacontrast, as
a function of stimulus-onset asynchrony.
Exposure duration is the parameter.
Five observers rated each display four
times.
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sented first in the sequence disappear, and are not
seen even over many cycles of presentation. Thus,
the word CHAIR may be seen as CAR. These data
provide the most direct support for the interpreta
tion of metacontrast suppression as a case of im
possible motion.

Apparent motion is always a U-shaped function
of IDA. Consequently, a theory which views meta
contrast as a motion effect cannot explain those
cases where suppression is maximal at SOA=O and
decreases monotonically with IDA (Eriksen & Collins,
1964, 1965; SChiller, 1965; SChiller & Smith, 1966).
Other mechanisms must be invoked to account for
these monotone functions (Fehrer & Smith, 1962).
Kolers (1962) concluded from a series of experi
ments with disks and rings that monotone functions
are obtained when a large difference of duration,
intensity, or contrast favors the masking ring over
the target disk. U-shaped functions are obtained
when the target and the mask are more similar.
Fehrer and Smith (1962) obtained comparable re
sults in a three-square display, by varying the ratio
of luminances of the target and masking squares.
U-shaped functions were obtained when the ratio
was near unity, and monotone functions when the
ratio was low. Fehrer and Smith (1962) pointed out
that the low ratios are favorable to the occurrence
of simultaneous contrast.

Simultaneous contrast is a special case of lateral
interaction between neighboring visual stimuli. The
outcome of these interactions is a reduction of the
brightness or contrast of the weaker stimulus (Heine
mann, 1955), an elevation of difference thresholds
in the vicinity of contours (Fry & Bartley, 1935),
and a reduction of acuity (Flom, Weymouth, &
Kahneman, 1963). Lateral inhibition disproportion
ately affects the weaker of two interacting stimuli
(Hartline & Ratliff, 1957), and its effects increase
with increasing imbalance between them. When a
strong and a weak stimulus are presented at about
the same time, the response to the weaker stimulus
may be completely suppressed (Ratliff, Hartline, &
Miller, 1963). On the other hand, suppression is
primarily a motion effect when stimulus energies
are more nearly equal. U-shaped functions are then
obtained, and the extent of masking depends on the
figural relations between the figures (Fehrer, 1965,
1966).

Since apparent motion can be obtained dichoptically
(Smith, 1948), it must be determined fairly late in
the sequence of visual processing. A theory which
explains metacontrast in terms of motion is there
fore consistent with the finding that a stimulus which
is perceptually suppressed by metacontrast may
nonetheless elicit a behavioral response (Fehrer &
Raab, 1962; Fehrer & Biederman, 1962; Harrison
& Fox, 1966; SChiller & Smith, 1966) and an essen
tially intact cortical evoked response (Schiller &
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Fig. 2. Mean ratings of apparent motion as a function of inter
stimulus interval at an exposure duration of 8110 msec. Five ob
servers rated each display three times.

when the duration of overlap becomes too long. Op
timal motion can be obtained when D is long, but
only if the second stimulus is presented near the
time at which the first is removed. The S sees a
square, which is stationary for a while, then moves
to another location. Figure 2 shows the dependence
of the quality of apparent motion on lSI, for D= 800
msec, Adequate apparent motion is obtained over
a large range of ISIs, Includlng negative values for
which the onset of the second stimulus precedes
the physical disappearance of the first. The peak of
the function is at or near lSI = 0, where the two events
are simultaneous.

Metle••trlst
An interpretation of metacontrast has been ad

vanced, in which suppression in the three-square
display is the counterpart of optimal motion in the
two square display. The hypothesis is supported by
the similarity between the functions that relate the
two effects to temporal parameters of stimulation.
The present view of metacontrast is most similar
to that of Fehrer, who has stressed the slmilar1t1es
between metacontrast suppression and apparent mo
tion (Fehrer, 1965, 1966; Fehrer & Raab, 1962;
Fehrer & Smith, 1962).

Mayzner and his colleagues (Mayzner et al, 1966,
1967) have reported observations which directly
implicate motion in metacontrast suppression. They
successively present at rapid rates the various
letters of a word (e.g., SOMERSAULT), recycling
the exposure repeatedly. At very fast rates of suc
cession, the whole word is seen; at slower rates,
the outcome depends on the sequencing of letters
within the word. IT the sequence permits a coherent
organization of motion (leftward, rightward, inflow
ing or outflowing), that motion is perceived and the
whole word is seen. When the letters are presented
in an incoherent order, the letters that are pre-
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TIME

Fig. 3. Responses to brief stimuli at two stages of visual analy
sis. Possible intermediate stages are not indicated.
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ing edge.2 This distribution of apparent brightness
does not correspond to the distribution of stimu
lating energy, and obviously involves considerable
suppression.

In these examples. the perception of motion is
not merely a filler for the "dead time" between
two successive percepts (Koffka, 1935). A radical
alteration of the perception of the first object is
caused by the presentation of the second. The percept
which the first object would normally elicit is sup
pressed and replaced by another. Thus, apparent
motion probably represents the most common type
of retroactive interaction in visual perception.

How are such retroactive effects to be explained?
The main theories which have been advanced to ac
count for metacontrast and backward masking cannot
be applied to motion.

Metacontrast suppression has sometimes been ex
plained (Kolers, 1962; Werner, 1935) on the assump
tion that contour formation takes time; the contour
that is shared by target disk and masking ring is
appropriated by the ring before the disk is formed.
This interpretation is inapplicable to the suppression
effects which accompany beta motion between two
squares that do not share a contour.

Another common interpretation of backward mask
ing and metacontrast suppression attributes these
effects to overtake (e.g•• Crawford. 1947; Donchin,
1967). It is said that the response to the second
stimulus overtakes the response to the first stim
ulus and interferes with it. However. the idea of
different latencies is not applicable. when the stimuli
are equal in luminance, as they are in most studies
of motion. In addition, it is easy to produce cas
cading of apparent motion with a series of stimuli.
and the notion that the latencies of successive re
sponses are progressively shorter is clearly untenable.

Although complete overtake of the first response
by the second is very doubtful as an explanation
of motion. there is certainly much overlap between
the perceptual responses to the two stimuli. The
response which a brief visual stimulus elicits lasts
much longer than does the stimulus. This conclusion
has been confirmed for the ERG (e.g•• Johnson.

Chorover, 1966). The occurrence of metacontrast
suppression in dichoptic presentations was amply
demonstrated by Kolers and Rosner (1960), and has
been confirmed in another display by Mayzner et al
(1967). There is no justification for the assumption
that metacontrast suppression is a retinal effect
(Alpern, 1965; Alpern & Rushton, 1965).

Apparent Motion
Our discussion of suppression in metacontrast

has related that effect to the phenomenon of apparent
motion. It is of some theoretical importance that
this relation is mutual. SUppression effects are in
timately involved in the perception of apparent
motion. The following observations support that
statement:

(1) The reduction in brightness and contrast of
the first object in a motion display was mentioned
earlier. This reduction is obtained at values of BOA
which are too short for optimal motion. The effect
is included in Wertheimer's description of partial
motion (Wertheimer, 1912). When the objects are
dark on a lighter background, the contrast of the
first object is markedly reduced.

(2) With brief exposure durations (up to 100-150
msec in many conditions) the experience is not of
a stationary object that moves to a new location.
but of a moving object. Of course. the first object
would be perceived as stationary if presented alone.
but that percept is entirely suppressed when motion
is seen.

(3) Excellent apparent motion is obtained even
for negative values of lSI, when the two objects are
in fact present side by side for as long as 50-75
msec, The percept that would correspond to the
simultaneous presence of two objects in the field
is suppressed.

(4) The following demonstration is easily arranged:
Two squares are presented together for 800 msec,
After an BOA of 750 msec, a third square is pre
sented near one of the original squares. which is
then seen in motion. When observers are required
to judge which of the two initial squares was the
first to disappear. they consistently select the one
that was set into motion. Thus. motion curtails the
normal persistence of the perceived stationary square.

(5) SUppression is directly observable when a
homogeneously illuminated rectangle is shown twice
in rapid succession with a slight lateral shift in
position between the first and second exposures.
The central area where the two exposures overlap
should appear brighter than the two lateral areas
which are illuminated only once, by temporal sum
mation of brightness. This is indeed observed at
very short BOAs. At slightly longer BOAs, which
are still too brief for optimal motion, the forward
edge of the "moving" rectangle is seen as markedly
brighter than both the area of overlap and the trail-
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1958), the evoked potential (e.g., Wicke, Donohin,
& Lindsley, 1963), and conscious visual experience
(e.g., Mackworth, 1963; Sperling, 1960). At these
various levels of visual response, the duration of
the response appears to be approximately the same
for brief stimuli (less than 100-150 msec) , regard
less of their duration.

If the response to a brief stimulus lasts longer
than the stimulus, the responses to two stimuli
which follow one another in quick succession must
overlap in time, unless one makes .the doubtful as
sumption that the first response is sharply inter
rupted as soon as the second begins. The apparently
retroactive effects of suppression and motion are
not retroactive at all, if the responses to successive
stimuli occur side by side at some level of analysis,
though one of them may have started earlier and
the other is the last to cease. In order to account
for the effects of temporal parameters on perceived
motion, the further assumption is required that the
amount of temporal overlap between successive re
sponses at one level of analysis is itself the effective
stimulus for the response of a subsequent level.
In these terms, motion is seen when a period of
response to the first stimulus alone is followed by
a period of overlap-provided that the overlap is of
intermediate duration-and the overlap is itself fol
lowed by a period of response to the second stimulus
alone. Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of such
a model. The levels at which the responses are
parallel and the level at which they interact are
not specified, and the relative values of response
latency and response persistence are arbitrary. In
spite of these limitations, Fig. 3 illustrates that
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the response of "motion" cannot te initiated until
information is received that the first stimulus has
been removed while the second is still present. The
model is consistent with the well known fact that
the duration of the second stimulus is essentially
irrelevant to the perception of motion, unless that
duration is very brief. As was mentioned earlier,
the responses to brief stimuli are relatively pro
longed, and the duration of response overlap therefore
depends mainly on SOA and on the duration of the
first stimulus.

The suggestion that the duration of response to
brief stimuli is largely independent of the duration
of exposure entails a similar independence for re
sponse overlap. Overlap depends only on SOA, as
Fig. 4 illustrates. This is the onset-onset law which
the present study confirmed for both motion and
metacontrast. There is evidence (Donchin, 1967)
that SOA is also a most important variable in back
ward masking by a flash of light over the area of
the target, and a similar model could be invoked
to account for that result. SOA is the same for all
conditions of Fig. 4. In (a), (b), and (c), the stimuli
are brief and the responses to them are assumed
to be equal in duration. Response overlap is also
constant, and any consequences of overlap, such as
motion or suppression, would be equally evident in
the three cases. In (d), stimulus duration is longer
in the range where duration of the response in
creases with that of the stimulus. Consequently,
response overlap is greater in (d) than in the other
cases, perhaps long enough for an observer to re
port that the two objects were present together in
his field of view.

Figure 5 summarizes in terms of response over
lap the conditions for the occurrence of simultaneity,
motion, and successiveness, with stimuli of different
durations. An arbitrary value was assumed for the
persistence of long stimuli. The figure makes it
clear that response overlap depends on SOA for
brief stimuli and on lSI for longer ones. As a heur
istic model, Fig. 5 adequately summarizes the
stimulus conditions under which motlon is seen.
The model also incorporates a plausible solution
to the vexing question of retroactive effects in per
ception. However, a profound gap still separates
such a descriptive model from an adequate theory
of apparent motion.
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